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ABSTRACT 

The mitochondrial chaperone TRAP1 has been involved in several mitochondrial functions, 

and modulation of its expression/activity has been suggested to play a role in the 

metabolic reprogramming distinctive of cancer cells. TRAP1 posttranslational 

modifications, i.e. phosphorylation, can modify its capability to bind to different client 

proteins and modulate its oncogenic activity. Recently, it has been also demonstrated that 

TRAP1 is S-nitrosylated at Cys501, a redox modification associated with its degradation 

via the proteasome. Here we report molecular dynamics simulations of TRAP1, together 

with analysis of long-range structural communication, providing a model according to 

which Cys501 S-nitrosylation induces conformational changes to distal sites in the 

structure of the protein. The modification is also predicted to alter open and closing 

motions for the chaperone function. By means of colorimetric assays and site directed 

mutagenesis aimed at generating C501S variant, we also experimentally confirmed that 

selective S-nitrosylation of Cys501 decreases ATPase activity of recombinant TRAP1. 

Coherently, C501S mutant was more active and conferred protection to cell death induced 

by staurosporine. Overall, our results provide the first in silico, in vitro and cellular 

evidence of the relevance of Cys501 S-nitrosylation in TRAP1 biology. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Tumor necrosis factor type 1 receptor-associated protein 1 (TRAP1) is a molecular 

chaperone belonging to the Hsp90 family, which shares 34% identity and 60% similarity 

with the other orthologs [1]. Unique in the Hsp90 family, TRAP1 shows a predominant, but 

not exclusive mitochondrial localization [2]. Indeed, it is the only member showing a 59 aa 

mitochondrial import sequence, which is cleaved in the organelle [3]. 

TRAP1 acts as a homodimer, although it has recently been proposed it is mostly present 

under tetrameric form, with this quaternary structure modulating mitochondrial oxidative 

phosphorylation [4]. Each subunit presents a N-terminal domain (NTD) domain, involved in 

ATP binding and hydrolysis; a middle-domain (MD), that contains that contains part of the 

ATP-binding pocket [5], and the binding site for client proteins; a C-terminal domain (CTD) 

that constitutes the interface for homodimerization [6]. Differently form the other Hsp90 

orthologs, TRAP1 lacks the linker domain between MD and CTD, and exhibits a N-terminal 

extension that acts as thermal regulator of its chaperone activity [7]. 

The ATPase cycle of TRAP1 has been characterized in detail, with both protomers 

assisting the folding of the target proteins through structural modifications associated with 

repeated cycles of ATP binding, hydrolysis and release [2,8,9]. During the ATPase cycle, 

TRAP1 can be present under three different states: i) an open conformation (called apo); 

ii) a close conformation with the NTD placed between the two protomers; iii) an 

intermediate coiled-coil conformation with both NTD in close proximity. In the absence of 

substrates, TRAP1 is present in an open state, while the binding of two 2 molecules of 

ATP induces structural changes leading to a closed asymmetric conformation [8], this 

being distinctive of TRAP1 among Hsp90 family members. ATP binding provides the 

energy required for substrate remodelling which takes place by a two-step reaction. The 

hydrolysis of the first ATP produces symmetric changes in protomers, establishing a 

structural rearrangement in the substrate binding site. The hydrolysis of the second ATP 
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leads to an ADP-bound state. This conformation is associated with a compact structure of 

the chaperon and is preparatory for the release of the remodeled substrate along with 

ADP [5,6,8,10]. 

Mitochondrial TRAP1 expression differs among tissues (e.g. brain, skeletal muscle, liver, 

kidney, heart and pancreas) [1] and – with the exception of the brain – it is kept low [11], 

whereas it is found abnormally increased in tumors [12,13]. In the last few years it has 

become clear that, besides mitochondrial proteostasis [14], TRAP1 plays key roles also in 

several cellular processes, such as cell death regulation [15], antioxidant response [16]; 

mitochondrial transmembrane potential control [12, 13] and metabolism tuning [17]. In 

regards to the last process, it has been demonstrated that TRAP1 regulates the metabolic 

rewiring from oxidative phosphorylation to aerobic glycolysis (the so-called Warburg effect) 

through its inhibitory activity on complex IV and, mostly, on complex II of the electron 

transport chain [12], this finally leading to the stabilization of hypoxia-inducible factor 1α 

(HIF1α) [18]. 

TRAP1 activity is regulated by posttranslational modifications. In particular, 

phosphorylation events mediated by PTEN induced kinase 1 (PINK1) have been reported 

to be instrumental for antioxidant and anti-apoptotic response [19], whereas those induced 

by the extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1 and 2 (ERK1/2) regulate TRAP1 ability to 

modulate cancer metabolism [20]. Similarly, SIRT3-mediated deacetylation has been very 

recently proposed to have a role in rewiring glioblastoma stem cell metabolism [21]. In 

addition to phosphorylation and (de)acetylation, it has been also demonstrated that 

TRAP1 undergoes S-nitrosylation at Cys501, which is preparatory for its degradation via 

the proteasome [22]. C501S mutant of TRAP1 is, indeed, more stable in conditions of 

excessive S-nitrosylation, e.g., in cells lacking the denitrosylase S-nitrosoglutathione 

reductase (GSNOR). 
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Here we predict using biomolecular simulations that S-nitrosylation modifies the functional 

motions of TRAP1, as well as its intra- and intermolecular interaction network and activity. 

We also observe that TRAP1 S-nitrosylation at Cys501 affects mitochondrial homeostasis 

and modulates response to staurosporine-induced cell death, indicating a possible 

biological role for this modification. 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

The scripts, inputs and output files for the computational parts of the work are freely 

available in a GitHub repository associated with our publication 

(https://github.com/ELELAB/TRAP1_activity) and the trajectories have been deposited in 

OSF  (https://osf.io/wytg2). 

 

2.1. Molecular dynamics simulations 

We used the full-length Danio rerio TRAP1 (PDB entry: 4IPE, resolution 2.29 Å, [5]) as a 

starting structure for the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, following the preparation of 

the structure used in a recent work by Colombo’s group [23]. We selected this structure 

since it is the only full-length structure available for TRAP1 and the one used in structural 

studies carried out so far. Moreover, we used MODELLER 9.15 [24] to generate a model 

of each individual protomer of TRAP1 using as template the full-length D. rerio structure 

(chain A and B from 4IPE) in which we modeled the missing residues T153, D240-A241, 

V370-G375, T567-E587, R617, T639-I652, K718-H719 in chain A and A149-D152, A201-

A208, E273-S376, T389-T392, Q640-Q651, K718-H719 in chain B. We removed the AMP-

PNP molecule from the crystallographic structure before carrying out the simulations to 

keep our model system the simplest possible. This strategy is also based on the notion 

that functional dynamics patterns are intrinsic to protein structures [25]. Cofactors or 
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binding of other biomolecules generally promote population shift of already existing 

conformational states of a protein ensemble [26]. The orthologous protein in D. rerio has 

an 80% sequence identity when compared to the human TRAP1 variant and no structures 

are available for the full-length human variant to the best of our knowledge. 

Moreover, due to the known TRAP1 structural asymmetry [5,10], we performed  

simulations of both the dimeric assembly and of each individual protomer (chain A and B 

from 4IPE, respectively). For each individual protomer, we removed their first 23 residues 

(T85-A107) corresponding to the N-terminal strap that wraps around the other protomer in 

the dimeric assembly to avoid that the floppy terminal disordered regions engaged in non-

native interactions with the rest of the protomer. Chain A  and B correspond to the buckled 

and straight protomers, respectively, as defined in [10]. For each protomer, we carried out 

MD simulations of the unmodified (TRAP1SH) and S-nitrosylated variant on cysteine 516 

(TRAP1SNO). The SNO variant was obtained by Vienna-PTM [27]. Dimer simulations were 

performed only for the SH variant. The details of the simulations used in the study are 

reported in Table 1. 

We performed the simulations using GROMACS version 4.6 [28], employing the force 

fields ff99SB*-ILDN [29] and GROMOS 54a7 [30] for which parameters for S-nitrosylation 

were available  [31,32]. The protein was solvated in a dodecahedral box of water 

molecules in periodic boundary conditions at a concentration of 150 mM NaCl, neutralizing 

the net charge of the system. We used Single Point Charge (SPC) or the TIP3P solvent 

models for GROMOS and AMBER force fields, respectively. We defined the protonation 

state of each histidine using ProPka and the PDB2PQR server 

(https://academic.oup.com/nar/article/35/suppl_2/W522/2920806) [33] and modeled all the 

histidine in the Nε tautomeric state with the exception of H326 and H573 in the Nδ state. 

The system was equilibrated through a series of energy minimization, solvent equilibration, 

thermalization and pressurization steps (see GitHub repository associated with the 
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publication for details). We performed the productive MD simulations in the canonical 

ensemble at 298 K. We collected 150 and 500 ns for monomers and dimers, respectively. 

We used the Particle-mesh Ewald summation scheme and we truncated Van der Waals 

and short-term Coulomb interactions at 9 Å. For more details, we provided the parameter 

input files iin the GitHub repository associated with the publication the parameter input 

files. 

 

2.2. Protein Structure Network 

We used a contact-based protein structure network (PSN) to analyze the MD ensemble of 

the TRAP1SH dimer, as implemented in PyInteraph [34]. For the contact-based PSN, we 

selected a 5 Å distance cutoff to define the existence of a link between the nodes, which is 

a suitable compromise between an entirely connected and a sparse network, according to 

our recent work on PSN cutoffs [35]. The distance was estimated between the side-chain 

center of masses (excluding glycines). Since MD force fields have different mass 

definitions, we used the PyInteraph mass databases compatible with the two force fields 

selected for this study. We retained in the PSN for analysis only those edges which were 

present in at least 20% of the simulation frames to remove spurious interactions, as 

previously applied to other case studies [34]. Prior to the analysis, we evaluated the time 

evolution of the root mean square deviation (rmsd) of the NTD, MD and CTD, respectively. 

We observe that approximately 120 and 50 ns were needed to have a stable rmsd profile 

over time (see GitHub repository for the rmsd analyses). We thus carried out the PSN 

analyses only on the portion of the MD trajectories with stable rmsd profiles. 

We defined as hubs those residues of the network with at least three edges, as commonly 

done for networks of protein structures [36]. We applied a variant of the depth-first search 

algorithm to identify the shortest path of communication between the SNO site of each 

monomer (C516) and all the other residues of the protein (testing different cutoffs for the 
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path lengths to be sure we cover also very distal effects, i.e. 15, 25 and 40). We focused 

on the analyses of the paths with a maximal path length of 25 since increasing this value 

to 40 did not provide additional target residues. We defined the shortest path as the path 

in which the two residues were non-covalently connected by the smallest number of 

intermediate nodes. We did not include in the path analyses, the residues in the regions 

429-485 and 543-550 of the protomer where the source SNO site was located since they 

contained several residues within 8 Å of distance from C516 (i.e., not suitable as distal 

sites). All the PSN and path calculations have been carried out using the PyInteraph suite 

of tools [34]. 

 

2.3. FoldX calculations 

We employed the FoldX energy function [37] to estimate the impact of mutation to serine 

at the C516 site on structural stability. The calculations resulted in an average ΔΔG 

(differences in ΔG between mutant and wild-type variant) for each mutation over five 

independent runs performed using the same structure used for MD simulations (PDB entry 

4IPE), along with some of the available structures for the TRAP1 human variant (i.e. PDB 

codes here 4Z1F, 4Z1G, 4ZIH, and 5HPH).  For the X-ray structures of TRAP1 dimers 

(4IPE and 5HPH), we estimated the ΔΔG values the isolated protomers, i.e. chain A and 

chain B. The typical prediction error of FoldX is about 0.8 kcal/mol [37]. Twice the 

prediction error (i.e., 1.6 kcal/mol) was used as a threshold to discriminate between neutral 

and deleterious mutations in the analyses. 

 

2.4. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

We employed a dimensionality reduction technique based on Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA) [38] to represent and compare in a conveniently simplified two-dimensional 

(2D) space the conformational space explored by the two different TRAP1 variants 
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(TRAP1SH and TRAP1SNO). PCA, applied to MD trajectories, allows to calculate the 

eigenvectors (principal components, PCs) of the mass-weighted covariance matrix of the 

atomic positional fluctuations. We calculated the covariance matrix of only Cα atoms of the 

protein for the region 108-716. We did not include the unstructured regions at the N- and 

C-terminal of the protein, whose pronounced motions might otherwise hide important 

differences in the rest of the protein. We aligned the structures from the concatenated 

trajectories, before the covariance matrix calculation, on a subset of Cα atoms that do not 

undergo pronounced conformational changes during the simulations. In details, we 

selected for the alignment the following residues: 591-608, 611-614, 618-626, 630-638, 

656-659, 664-675, 677-695 in the CTD of the buckled protomer.  

We used a common essential subspace derived from a PCA of the concatenated 

trajectories of TRAP1SH and TRAP1SNO. In details, we used two concatenated trajectories, 

each of them including all the MD simulations of TRAP1SH and TRAP1SNO protomers and 

performed with one force field (ff99SB*-ILDN or GROMOS 54a7). The first two principal 

components explains more than 77.6 and 83.9 % of the total variance for ff99SB*-ILDN 

and GROMOS 54a7, respectively. We thus obtained a 2D density plots along the first two 

principal components, using an in-house R script that performs 2D kernel density 

estimation, employing the kde2d function from the MASS package and the 

stat_density_2d function from ggplot2 package. We collected the conformations of TRAP1 

in the concatenated trajectories corresponding to the most densely populated areas 

identified on the PCA 2D plots.  

 

2.5. Plasmids 

TRAP1 WT and C501S were cloned in pET-26b(+) plasmid for bacterial expression and in 

pcDNA3.1(+)-C-eGFP plasmid for mammalian expression using the Gene Synthesis & 

DNA Synthesis service from GeneScript Biotech.  
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2.6. Purification of recombinant proteins 

TRAP1WT and TRAP1C501S recombinant proteins were produced in BL21(DE3) E. coli cells 

after 3 h-induction with 1 mM IPTG (Isopropil-β-D-tiogalattopiranoside, VWR). Protein 

purifications were performed using Ni-NTA resin (Quiagen) according to manufacturer's 

instructions. Proteins release from the resin packed in a FPLC column was achieved using 

a linear imidazole gradient generated by mixing buffer A (50 mM Phosphate Buffer, 250 

mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, 10 mM β-mercaptoethanol, pH 7.8) and B (buffer A with 250 

mM imidazole). Eluted fractions containing recombinant proteins were then collected and 

combined. After purification the proteins were dialyzed in the storage buffer (50 mM Tris-

HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mm DTT, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.5) and stored into aliquots. 

 

2.7. S-nitrosylation in vitro 

Purified WT and C501S forms of TRAP1 (TRAP1WT and TRAP1C501S) were dialyzed in 

storage buffer. Before treatments, DTT was removed by Zeba Spin Desalting Columns 

(Thermo Fisher) and proteins transferred in reaction buffer (NaCl 150 mM, TRIS 50 mM, 

pH 7.5). S-nitrosylation and denitrosylation were performed at 37°C in the dark by 

incubations with S-nitroso-N-acetilpenicilamine (SNAP - Enzo Life Sciences, Inc) 500 μM 

for 4 h and with ascorbate (Sigma-Aldrich) 20 mM for 30 min, respectively.  

 

2.8. TRAP1 ATPase assay 

TRAP1 ATPase activity was measured by by quantifying the release of inorganic 

phosphate as PO4 nmoles/TRAP1 nmoles/min. The ATPase assay was performed at 37°C 

for 1 h, incubating 5, 10, and 15 μg of proteins with 200 μM ATP and 10 mM MgCl2, in 

reaction buffer, in the dark.  The amount of inorganic phosphate (PO4
3-) released due to 

the activity of TRAP1 was measured using the Malachite Green Phosphate Assay Kit 
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(Sigma-Aldrich), by detecting the increase in absorbance at 650 nm with a plate reader 

(Tecan). 

 

2.9. Cell culture, treatments and transfections 

HeLa cell line was obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) and grown 

in DMEM (Thermo-Fisher Scientific) supplemented with 10% FBS (Thermo-Fisher 

Scientific) and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin mix (EuroClone). Cells were maintained at 37°C 

in an atmosphere of 5% CO2.   

Cells were transfected using polyethylenimine (PEI) (Sigma-Aldrich) in Opti-MEM medium 

(Thermo-Fisher Scientific), and incubated twice with plasmids and PEI with a 8 h-release 

between one transfection and the other. After the second transfection cells were incubated 

in DMEM and treated with 250 μM of the NO donor DETA-NONOate (Enzo Life Sciences) 

for 22-24 h and/or 200 nM Staurosporine (STS) (Sigma-Aldrich) for 4h.  

 

2.10. Analysis of cell viability and cell death.  

Cell death was analyzed with the direct count of dead cells upon Trypan Blue staining 

(Sigma-Aldrich). 

 

2.11. Analyses of mitochondrial transmembrane potential (Δψm).  

Mitochondrial Δψm was analyzed by incubating the cells with 200 nM 

tetramethylrhodamine methyl ester (TMRM, Thermo-Fisher Scientific) for 30 min in serum-

free DMEM. Stained cells were washed twice with cold PBS, collected and analyzed by 

flow cytometry (FACs Verse, BD-biosciences).  

 

2.12. Western blot. 
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Samples preparation and acquisition of Western blots were performed as previously 

reported [22]. Protein concentration was determined by the method of Lowry [39]. Western 

blots shown are representative of at least n=3 independent experiments giving similar 

results. We used the following primary antibodies: anti-HSP75 (TRAP1) and anti-Actin 

from Santa Cruz Biotechnology; anti-Vinculin from Sigma-Aldrich; anti-PARP1 from Enzo 

Life Sciences; anti-Caspase 3 from Cell Signaling. 

 
 

2.13. Statistical analyses. 

Values are expressed as means ± SEM and statistical significance was assessed by 

Student’s t-test or one-way ANOVA test using Prism 8.0 (GraphPad Software, Inc.) in 

order to determine which groups were significantly different from the others.  

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

3.1 The S-nitrosylation site establishes a long-range communication with the active site 

As above introduced, the chaperone TRAP1 exploits its function as a homodimer, with 

each monomer consisting of three distinct domains: a N-terminal domain (NTD, residues 

101-308) that harbors the ATP binding site, a middle domain (MD, residues 311-571) 

where the binding site for client proteins resides, and a C-terminal domain (CTD, 587-719) 

important for dimerization (Figure 1A). 

The available crystal structures of TRAP1 and biophysical experiments carried out in D. 

rerio variant [5,10] revealed asymmetry between the two protomers with differences 

especially at the interface between MD and CTD, where the client protein binds. The two 

protomers have been defined as buckled and straight [5,10], which are illustrated in Figure 
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1B for sake of clarity. The SNO site is located at approximately 60 Å away from the active 

site in the middle domain of TRAP1 (Fig. 1A).  

We thus employed a method to predict structural perturbations that can be propagated 

over long distances from one site to other sites of a protein, based on network theory 

[34,35]. The approach is based on the collection of an ensemble of conformations for the 

protein of interest using MD simulations, followed by the analysis of the conformational 

ensemble with a contact-based protein structure network (PSN). On the resulting network, 

an algorithm to search for the shortest path of communications between the site of interest 

is applied, according to the knowledge that in protein structures communication of 

structural effects among distal sites is preferred along the shortest roads [35]. In this work, 

we collected the MD simulations with two different force fields to assess the robustness of 

the results, namely the physical models used to describe the protein and its environment 

during the simulation. We used the D. rerio structure of TRAP1, as detailed in the method, 

where the S-nitrosylation site is the C516 (conserved in the human variant at position 501, 

C501). We noticed that the SNO site was in a region surrounded by hubs residues (see 

GitHub repository associated with the publication), which are important residues to 

organize the global network structure and transmit information from one site to the other. 

The SNO site is also included in the largest connected component of the PSN in both the 

simulations of the TRAP1SH dimer (Fig. 1C in red). We calculated all the paths of long-

range communication from each SNO site to the rest of the protein. We observe that each 

SNO site has the potential to exert distal effects within the corresponding protomer (i.e., 

C516 of the buckled protomer to distal residue of the buckled protomer and vice versa, 

Fig. 1D). The communication extends to regions in the CTDs of both protomers and the 

NTD of the cognate protomer, through localized hotspots at the dimerization interface (Fig. 

1D). 
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In summary, the TRAP1 cysteine which undergoes S-nitrosylation, shows a propensity to 

promote conformational changes to distal sites in the NTD, and at the interface between 

the two protomers, i.e., in the MD and CTD. Our analysis suggests that S-nitrosylation of 

C516 (human C501) might modulate the activity of the chaperone and not only the 

propensity of the protein to be degraded by the proteasome, as we previously reported 

[22]. 

 

3.2 S-nitrosylation alter protein flexibility and inhibit the functional movements of the 

chaperone 

In light of the PSN results, we wonder if we could identify changes in the dynamics of the 

TRAP1SH and TRAP1SNO variants that might be related to the conformational changes that 

the chaperone needs to undergo during the catalytic cycle. As a simple model to address 

these points, we used MD simulations of the individual protomers for the two TRAP1 

variants. This allowed us to see possible motions of opening and closing of the different 

domains in short simulations of few hundred ns. We compared the simulations using a 

dimensionality reduction technique based on Principal Component Analysis, highlighting, 

in such a way, large amplitude motions in the protein [38]. We used the 2D projections of 

the MD structures along the first and second principal components (Fig. 2A). Each point in 

this essential subspace represents a structure of the original MD trajectories. We notice 

that the S-nitrosylation of C516 induced a stiffness in the structure, reducing 

opening/closing motions and the exploration of a smaller portion of the 2D subspace (Fig. 

2B). This behavior is especially evident in the TRAP1SNO buckled protomer where the 

conformational transition between the two states observed in the corresponding 

TRAP1SH protomer is impaired (Fig. 2C).  

 

3.3 S-nitrosylation at Cys501 affects TRAP1 ATPase activity 
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Based on results so far obtained, we moved to in vitro systems, i.e. recombinant human 

TRAP1, to verify in silico predictions about the effects induced by S-nitrosylation on 

TRAP1 activity. To this end, we measured ATPase activity by Malachite green phosphate 

assay upon 4 h incubation with the NO donor SNAP. Colorimetric analyses indicated that 

SNAP treatment decreased TRAP1 ATPase activity by about 25-30% (Fig. 3A). Next, to 

avoid that the observed phenomenon was related to other possible S-nitrosylation-

independent reactions induced by NO (e.g. nitration), after SNAP treatment, we dialyzed 

TRAP1 and incubated it for 1 h with 20 mM ascorbate, a specific SNO reductant. Results 

shown in Fig. 3B indicated that ascorbate addition rescued the activity of the protein, 

confirming that S-nitrosylation was the driving event affecting TRAP1 activity. On the basis 

of these results, we decided to substitute the nitrosylable Cys (conserved in human 

TRAP1 at position 501) with a Ser, in order to maintain steric hindrance and polarity. 

Before mutagenesis, we predicted the effects on protein stability induced by Cys-to-Ser 

substitution in the form of ΔΔGs. We used the different available crystallographic 

structures of human and D. rerio TRAP1 variants for the calculation and the FoldX energy 

function (Table 2), as we and others showed that this biophysical measurement correlates 

well with the cellular protein expression levels of protein mutant variants [40–42]. The 

advantage of using multiple structures of the same protein for this calculation is to 

overcome the inherent limitation of the FoldX method, which performs only local 

conformational sampling around the input structure. We noticed that in all the cases, the 

C516S – and, by homology, C501S – mutation is not predicted to change protein stability, 

with low ΔΔG values always below the threshold of 1.6 kcal/mol. These calculations 

suggest that we could use the C501S mutant variant for experimental studies without 

risking to affect protein expression levels. This conclusion was confirmed by the amount of 

TRAP1C501S obtained upon purification, which did not differ significantly from TRAP1WT 

(Fig. 4A). TRAP1 variants were than analyzed for their capability to hydrolyze ATP. 
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Malachite green assays showed that TRAP1C501S exhibited a higher ATPase activity than 

TRAP1WT (Fig. 4B) but, most importantly, this was not affected by SNAP addition, 

confirming that Cys501 nitrosylation affects TRAP1 activity.  

 

3.4  TRAP1 S-nitrosylation at Cys501 modulates staurosporin-induced cell death 

In order to understand the effects of Cys501 nitrosylation in a biological context, we 

overexpressed TRAP1WT and TRAP1C501S in HeLa cells (Fig. 5A) and analyzed whether 

the expression of TRAP1C501S could modulate apoptotic response, as this has been 

reported as one of the processes regulated by TRAP1 [3,15,16,43]. As inducer, we 

selected staurosporine (STS), as it has been already shown it activates the intrinsic 

(mitochondrial) pathway of apoptosis [44,45]. Direct cell count upon Trypan blue exclusion 

indicated that TRAP1C501S-expressing cells were more resistant than those carrying the 

TRAP1WT variant (Fig. 5B). This difference was maintained (even increased) upon 

treatment with NO donors (i.e., DETA-NONOate), that we carried out to induce inhibition 

TRAP1WT via S-nitrosylation. This result was also confirmed by Western blot analyses of 

caspase 3 and PARP1 cleavage (Fig. 5C), which are well-established markers of 

apoptosis, indicating that the non-nitrosylable form of TRAP1 was protective under these 

experimental conditions. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

S-nitrosylation of Cys501 is a redox modification associated with TRAP1 degradation via 

proteasome [22]. However, no molecular mechanisms, neither possible structural changes 

or biological relevance have been provided being related to this, if not the evidence that 

TRAP1 degradation indirectly causes an increased in SDH expression/activity [22]. In this 

study we used molecular dynamics simulations and methods based on graph theory and 

dimensionality reduction to investigate the effects induced by S-nitrosylation of Cys501. 
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Our results suggest that the cysteine has an intrinsic propensity to transmit conformational 

changes to distal sites that are important for the conformational changes of the chaperone 

during the catalytic cycle or for interaction with the client proteins. Its posttranslational 

modification is thus likely to perturb the functional dynamics of TRAP1, as we showed 

using principal component analyses of the simulations. The buckled protomer of the 

asymmetric TRAP1 structure seems the most sensitive to the modification in our model 

system and S-nitrosylation causes a stiffness of the structure and impairment of motions. 

This restrains the elements in the C-terminal and middle domain that can work as hinges 

for these conformational changes. Our data are in good agreement with recent findings 

from another computational study where the region surrounding the SNO site has been 

shown with a pronounced sensor signature by perturbation scanning analyses [46], 

making the area a suitable candidate for allosteric communication. In another 

computational study using all-atom MD simulations, the authors identified a cross-talk and 

coupling between the nucleotide site and distal client binding sites, also in the proximity of 

the S-nitrosylation site [23]. 

The inhibitory effects of Cys501 nitrosylation on ATPase activity support the in vivo 

evidence arguing for a protective role of TRAP1C501S to apoptotic stimuli, mostly if these 

are associated with NO fluxes. Our data, together with those previously published [22], 

reinforce the role of Cys501 in maintaining the stability and ensuring the activity of TRAP1. 

This is in agreement with the higher TRAP1 activity of the mutant, but moves the question 

on: “why the mutant should be more active?” Work is still ongoing in our laboratory to 

exactly clarify how S-nitrosylation interferes with TRAP1 activity and functions. However, it 

is reasonable to speculate that, as observed in this work, TRAP1SNO cannot ever reach the 

“stiff” conformation and, in turn, ever decrease the chaperone efficiency in a population of 

TRAP1 molecules. 
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Evolutionarily, TRAP1 is considered the ancestral member of HSP90 family [1] and, for 

this reason, its activity could probably be more responsive to ROS and NO as 

hypothesized for many ancestral proteins (i.e., the bacterial transcription factor OxyR) 

[47,48]. Therefore, this new regulation of TRAP1 could find a rationale if seen from this 

angle. Whether Cys501 can also act as general “redox antenna” (e.g. whether it can react 

with H2O2 and other electrophiles) is still far from being elucidated. However, the evidence 

that Cys501 is placed in close proximity to another cysteine (Cys527) might suggest the 

presence of a peroxiredoxin-like intra-molecular redox switch able to function as novel 

signaling mechanism. Work is in progress in our lab to elucidate this issue and others 

dealing with the role of S-nitrosylation and redox mechanism underlying TRAP1 regulation. 

In this regard, preliminary studies suggest that S-nitrosylation is a posttranslational 

modification broadly modulating TRAP1 functions. In particular, mass spectrometry 

analyses, performed in human TRAP1, indicate that Cys573 (which is not present in 

TRAP1 from D. rerio) can also undergo S-nitrosylation, with this event being probably 

implicated in regulating TRAP1 activity and structure by further, still unknown, 

mechanisms.  
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Table 1. Summary of the MD simulations collected in this study. 
 
 
 
 

VARIANT STARTING 
STRUCTURE 
 

FORCE 
FIELD 

SIMULATION 
LENGTH (ns) 

CYS 516 

 
TRAP1SH 

 
Chain A, 4IPE 

 
ff99SB*-
ILDN/TIP3P 
 

 
150  

 
reduced 

 
TRAP1SH 

 
Chain A, 4IPE 

 
GROMOS 
54a7/SPC 
 

 
150  

 
reduced 

 
TRAP1SNO 

 
Chain A, 4IPE 

 
ff99SB*-
ILDN/TIP3P 
 

 
150  

 
S-nitrosylated 

 
TRAP1SNO 

 
Chain A, 4IPE 

 
GROMOS 
54a7/SPC 
 

 
150  

 
S-nitrosylated 

 
TRAP1SH 

 
Chain B, 4IPE 

 
ff99SB*-
ILDN/TIP3P 
 

 
150  

 
reduced 

 
TRAP1SH 

 
Chain B, 4IPE 

 
GROMOS 
54a7/SPC 
 

 
150  

 
reduced 

 
TRAP1SNO 

 
Chain B, 4IPE 

 
ff99SB*-
ILDN/TIP3P 
 

 
150  

 
S-nitrosylated 

 
TRAP1SNO 

 
Chain B, 4IPE 

 
GROMOS 
54a7/SPC 
 

 
150  

 
S-nitrosylated 

 
TRAP1SH 

 
Dimer, 4IPE 

 
ff99SB*-
ILDN/TIP3P 
 

 
500  

 
reduced 

 
TRAP1SH 

 
Dimer, 4IPE 

 
GROMOS 
54a7/SPC 
 

 
500  

 
reduced 
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Table 2. Prediction of changes in protein structural stability upon mutations of 
C516/C501. The average ΔΔG values and standard deviations associated with protein 
stability are reported for each TRAP1 crystallographic structure. C516 and C501 refer to 
the Danio rerio and human TRAP1 variants, respectively. For dimeric structures, the 
results for each of the monomers (i.e., chain A or B in the PDB file) are reported.  
 
 

MUTATION PDB ΔΔG (kcal/mol) 
C516S 4IPE, Chain A 1 (0.077) 
C516S 4IPE, Chain B 1.62(0.0056) 

 
 

C501S 4Z1F 1(0.095) 
C501S 4ZIG  

0.56 (0.099) 
 

C501S 4Z1H -1.41 (0.10) 
C501S 5HPH, Chain A 0.60 (0.00001) 
C501S 5HPH, Chain B 0.85 (0.097) 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. TRAP1 S-nitrosylation site modulates propensity for intra- and 

intermolecular communications at distal sites of TRAP1. A) The localization of C516 

(D. rerio numbering) in the 3D structure of TRAP1 is shown with reference to the different 

domains. The two protomers are colored in different shades of yellow/orange (chain A 

from the PDB file 4IPE) and blue (chain B) to highlight the three structural domains. C516 

is located in the middle domain. B) The buckled (orange) and straight (blue) protomers are 

shown as a reference. They correspond to chain A and B of the PDB file 4IPE, 

respectively. C) Contact-based protein structure network from the MD simulations of 

TRAP1SH dimer. The results for the simulation with ff99SB*-ILDN force field are illustrated 

as an example. The data for the other simulation are reported in the GitHub repository 

associated with the publication. The C516 residues from both the protomers belong to the 

same and largest connected component of the network which embraces the regions at the 

interface between the protomers in MD and CTD, along with a part of the NTD of the 

straight protomer. D) Example for the path analysis using C516 of the buckled protomer as 

a source residue. MD simulation with the ff99SB*-ILDN force field is illustrated. The results 

for the other cases of study are reported in the GitHub repository associated with the 

publication. C516 features the propensity for long-range communication to different sites 

of both protomers, including the regions at the interface between MD and CTD where the 

client proteins bind or that are important hinges for the conformational changes of the 

chaperone. Moreover, the structural communication can also extend to the NTD of the 

cognate straight protomer. 

 

Figure 2. TRAP1 S-nitrosylation results in structural stiffness and impairs 

opening/closing motions, especially in the buckled protomer. A) Two-dimensional 

(2D) density plot, using as reaction coordinates, the first and the second principal 
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components from the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) performed on the Cα atoms. 

We calculated the PCA on a concatenated trajectory including all the MD simulations of 

TRAP1SH and TRAP1SNO protomers and performed with GROMOS 54a7 force field. The 

first two principal components explain more than 83.9 % of the total variance of the 

system. We report the variance explained by each principal component within the round 

brackets in the axes of the 2D plot. B) Conformational space explored by each MD 

simulation of TRAP1SH and TRAP1SNO protomers, projected in the essential subspace 

derived by the PCA. C) Conformations collected to identify the most densely populated 

area in the 2D density plots. Cartoon represent four representative structures of the 

TRAP1SH and TRAP1SNO buckled and straight protomer (colored in orange, red, light blue 

and blue, respectively). The structure of the protomers are aligned using as a reference 

the CTD in the X-ray structure of TRAP1 dimer (colored in grey, PDB entry: 4IPE). 

 

Figure 3. Human recombinant TRAP1 S-nitrosylation results in loss of ATPase 

activity of. A) ATPase activity of recombinant TRAP1 was measured as PO4
3- release by 

Malachite Green Phosphate Assay following the absorbance at 650 nm in the presence 

(SNAP) or absence (Vehicle) of the NO donor S-nitroso-N-acetilpenicilamine (SNAP, 500 

μM, 4 h in the dark). Data are shown as nmoles of PO4
3- released/nmol of TRAP1/min and 

represent the mean ± SEM of n = 5 independent experiments done in triplicate. ***p < 

0.001. B) ATPase activity as in (A) was conducted in the presence or absence of the SNO-

reductant ascorbate. Data are shown as fold change (respect to untreated cells (Vehicle) 

and represent the mean ± SEM of n = 3 independent experiments done in triplicate. ***p < 

0.001; n.s., not significant. 

 

Figure 4. TRAP1 C501S mutant is insensitive to NO-mediated inhibition of ATPase 

activity A) Coomassie staining of an SDS-PAGE was done to verify purity and yield of WT 
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and C501S mutant form of human recombinant TRAP1. B) ATPase activity of recombinant 

WT and C501S mutant of TRAP1 was measured as PO4
3- release by Malachite Green 

Phosphate Assay following the absorbance at 650 nm. Data are shown as nmoles of PO4
3- 

released/nmol of TRAP1/min and represent the mean ± SEM of n = 4 independent 

experiments done in triplicate. *p < 0.05. C) ATPase activity as in (B) was conducted in the 

presence (SNAP) or absence (Vehicle) of the NO donor S-nitroso-N-acetilpenicilamine 

(SNAP, 500 μM, 4 h in the dark). Data are shown as nmoles of PO4
3- released/nmol of 

TRAP1/min and represent the mean ± SEM of n = 4 independent experiments done in 

triplicate. **p < 0.01; ****p < 0.0001; n.s., not significant. 

 

Figure 5. TRAP1 C501S mutant exerts protective role towards staurosporine-

induced cell death A) Western blot analyses of HeLa cell lysates were performed to 

check the expression levels of WT and C501S mutant forms of GFP-fused TRAP1 

(TRAP1-GFP) which can be discriminated by the endogenous variant (TRAP1) by the use 

of an anti-TRAP1 antibody. Western blot shown is representative of at least n = 3 

independent experiments giving similar results. B) The number of dead cells was 

evaluated by Trypan blue exclusion test in control cells transfected with an empty vector 

(Mock), as well as in cell expressing TRAP1WT (WT) and TRAP1C501S (C501S) treated for 

4 h with 200 nM staurosporine (STS), in the presence or absence of the NO donor DETA-

NONOate (250 μM, maintained for 22-24 h before STS treatment). Data are shown as fold 

change of dead cells with respect to untreated cells, and represent the mean ± SEM of n = 

5 independent experiments done in duplicate. *p = 0.05; **p = 0.01. C) Western blot 

analyses of HeLa cells treated as in (B) were performed to evaluate cleaved PARP1 and 

pro-caspase 3 (Casp3) protein levels. Vinculin and α-actin were used as loading controls. 

Densitometric analyses (denso) of PARP1/Vinculin or Casp3/actin are shown below each 
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lane. Western blots shown are representative of at least n = 3 independent experiments 

giving similar results. 
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